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INTRODUCTION

Tensegrity structure is a new type of spatial structure system and is composed of discrete bars and continuous cables. Figure 1 
shows examples of common single-layer tensegrity structures.

Since the birth of tensegrity structure, scholars have carried out extensive research on it from different directions. Pellegrino and 
Calladine (1986) and Pellegrino (1990; 1993) proposed the classification of tensegrity structure. By using the self-stress mode 
number and displacement mode number of the structure, the geometric stability of the structure was determined by matrix analysis. 
The tangent stiffness matrix of the structure is obtained by the force balance equation and the physical meaning of each part of the 
tangent stiffness matrix is analysed (Guest 2006; 2011). On the basis of the tensegrity structure system classification theory proposed 
by Pellegrino and Calladine (1986) and Lazopulos et al. have made a more in-depth study on the determination of geometric stability 
of the IV class system (Lazopulos 2005a; b). Zhang et al. (2010) proposed a double-sided “star” tensegrity structure which on the 
basis of the tensegrity prism structure. Oliveira and Skelton (2005; 2006) obtained the “tower” tensegrity structure by topological 
method, and completed the configuration and mechanical analysis of the structure (Masic and Skelton 2004). Luo et al. (2017) made 
a comprehensive and detailed study on the geometric stability and mobility of the tensegrity structure system (Luo 2000; Luo and 
Lu 2006). Luo et al. (2017) have systematically studied the theory of stable configuration of basic tensegrity units.
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ABSTRACT: A mathematical model is established using the space coordinates of nodes and vector matrix of components to study 
the construction method and lightweight nature of single-layer tensegrity structures on the basis of their geometric parameters. 
Connection matrix and configuration of the single-layer tensegrity structures are built using MATLAB software. The force balance equations 
of nodes of a three-bar tensegrity structure are established by introducing the force–density method, and the force–density relationship 
amongst the components is analysed. Thus, the configuration principle of single-layer tensegrity structure is verified. The force–density 
relationship between the components in the single-layer tensegrity structure is obtained. The change rule of the force–density relationship in 
different single-layer tensegrity structures is also analysed. Notably, p-1 stable configurations are present in the p-bar tensegrity structure. 
The force–density relationships of these p-1 configurations are in symmetrical distribution, that is, the j-th and (p-j)th configurations have 
the same force–density relationship. The lightweight nature of the structure is studied using the force–density relationship between the 
components, and the optimal structural parameter relationship is obtained when the structure has the lightest mass.
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Figure 1. Common single-layer tensegrity structures.

At present, the research on the tensegrity structure is limited to the analysis of its mechanical properties or kinematics. No relevant 
research is available on realising lightweight of the structure and finding the optimal configuration. In this study, the mathematical and 
mechanical models of the structure are constructed on the basis of the generalised coordinates of the nodes of the basic unit, and the 
relationship between the configuration and the force–density of the structure is obtained. On the basis of the relationship of force–density 
between components, the parameter of material strength utilisation is introduced to measure the strength utilisation of components in 
the structure. A low-material strength utilisation indicates redundant dimensions and materials of the structure, a condition that requires 
light treatment. Therefore, the relationship between the geometric parameters of the single-layer tensegrity structure and the component 
parameters and the utilisation ratio of material strength was analysed and obtained. This method can be used to find the configuration 
with small mass under the same load condition. It can also guide the light treatment of the structure to ensure that its original strength 
can be guaranteed whilst the size and quality of the components are decreased. This method is applicable to all configurations of the 
single-layer tensegrity structure and can obtain the optimal configuration and structure size accurately and quickly.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF SINGLE-LAYER TENSEGRITY

The tensegrity structure is composed of nodes, cables and bars. The structural size of each component must be determined firstly 
prior to building a tensegrity structure. All the components are connected with the nodes. Thus, the mathematical model of the 
structure can be constructed from the node, and the relationship between the size of the component and the geometric parameters 
of the structure can be obtained. This study investigates a single-layer tensegrity structure of components with barycentres in one 
plane. The three-bar tensegrity structure is the most basic and simple element in the single-layer tensegrity structure. Thus, this 
study focuses mainly on the three-bar tensegrity structure. The force–density relationship between the members of the three-bar 
tensegrity structure is extended to other single-layer tensegrity structures.

Each single-layer tensegrity structure corresponds to a cylindrical envelop with a height h and bottom radius r. If the number of 
bars is p, then the p-bar tensegrity structure consists of 2p nodes and 3p cables, and p uniformly distributed nodes are present on the 
circumference of the upper and lower bottom of the enveloped cylinder. The nodes on the upper bottom surface may be connected to 
any nodes located on the lower bottom in addition to being on the same bar. Therefore, p-1 kinds of connecting modes of the inclined 
cables are present in the p-bar tensegrity structure, and p-1 different configurations can be constructed. As shown in Fig. 1, the centre 
of the lower bottom is the origin of the established Cartesian coordinate system. The angle of the i-th node on the lower bottom is

  (1)
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The coordinates of the nodes at the bottom are

  (2)

The angle of the i-th node on the upper bottom is

  (3)

where i∈[1,p], j∈[1,p-1], j is the configuration number and φj is the torsion angle of the j-th configuration of the single-layer 
tensegrity structure (Oliveira and Skelton 2009), as shown in Fig. 2.

  (4)
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Figure 2. Node distribution graph.

The coordinates of the nodes at the upper surface are

  (5)

The vector matrix Nj of the node is

  (6)

The component vector of the i-th bar can be expressed as

  (7)

The vectors of all bars are combined to form the bar vector matrix of the structure as follows:
  (8)

where CT
Bj is the bar connection matrix and matrix I is a unit matrix of order p.
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The cable vector matrix can be represented as

  
  (9)

where Shi

→
 is a horizontal cable, i∈[1,2p] , Svkj

→
 is an inclined cable in the j-th configuration and k∈[1,p-1] . Matrix Nj is the node 

coordinate matrix for the j-th configuration. Matrix CT
Bj is a cable connection matrix, which represents the connection relationship 

between node and cable vector matrices. CT
Sh represents the connection matrix of the horizontal cable, and CT

Svj represents the 
connection matrix of the inclined cable.

 

  

where

, I is a p-order unit matrix.
 
  

where I is the unit matrix, j=1 2...p-1.
The Solution of force–density relationship is as follows:
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Figure 3. Top view of single layer tensegrity structure.
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The connection relationship of the node ndij is shown in Fig. 3. In the figure, the thick arrow represents the bar and the thin arrow 
represents the cable. Each node is connected with two horizontal cables and one inclined cable. Given that the single-layer tensegrity 
structure is symmetrical, the stress of each node is the same. When the structure is in self-equilibrium state, each node is balanced by 
the internal force of the component. Force–density is introduced to determine the relationship between internal force and component 
vector (Lu 2008). If the length of the component is l and the internal force is F, then the force–density of the component is F/l. The force–
density relationships of bar, inclined cable, horizontal cable d and horizontal cable u are represented by λ,rv,rhd and rhu, respectively.

For the nodes ndi, the equations of force balance for the x, y and z axes are listed in Eq. (11), i∈[1,p], j∈[1,p-1].

  (10)

When i+1>p, i+1=1 is taken; when i−1=0, i−1=p is taken. When the structure is subjected to external load P, the equilibrium equation is

  (11)

The coefficient matrix is the equilibrium matrix Adij of the single-layer tensegrity structure at the node ndij.

  (12)

The coordinates of the bottom nodes and the upper bottom of the single-layer tensegrity structure are brought into Eq. 12. 
Accordingly, the general formula of the equilibrium matrix A of the single-layer tensegrity structure can be obtained as:

  (13)

where
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Equation 13 is a general form of the balance matrix A of the single-layer tensegrity structure, where j=1 2...p-1. By substituting 
Eq. 13 into Eq. 10 and solving the matrix, the equation of force–density under no-load conditions can be obtained as:

  (14)

Considering that the lengths and forces of the two horizontal cables connected to the same node are the same, we have:

  (15)
By substituting Eq. 15 into Eq. 14, the right-hand side density relationship can be written as:

  (16)

The ultimate force–density relationship can be obtained by bringing φj into simplification as follows:

  (17a)

  (17b)

  (17c)

Equation 17 indicates that the force–density relationship of single-layer tensegrity structure is only related to the torsion angle 
and has nothing to do with the size of the member. The torsion angle is determined by the bar number p and the configuration 
number j of the structure. By satisfying Eq. 17, the structure can reach the self-equilibrium state.

The force–density of the inclined cable is always equal to that of the bar, and the force–density ratio of horizontal cable 
to bar varies with the numbers of bars and configurations. Eq. 17(b) and (c) represent the ratio of the force–density of the 
horizontal cable to the bar, and the reason for the two situations is that the nodes of the analysis are different. If the node 
is on the x axis, then the denominator of Eq. 17(c) is 0, and Eq. 17(b) should be used. If the node is on the y axis, then the 
denominator of Eq. 17(b) is 0, and Eq. 17(c) should be used. For other nodes, Eqs. 17(b) and (c) can be used for calculation 
to obtain the same results.

The stress of each node in the single-layer tensegrity structure is the same. Thus, i = 1 was brought into Eq. 18 for ease of calculation:
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  (18)

Equation 18 can obtain Eq. 19 by simplification to establish a simplified general formula of the force–density relationship of 
single-layer tensegrity structure:

  (19)

Using the general formula of the force–density relationship of the single-layer tensegrity structure, we solve the force–density 
relationship of other common single-layer tensegrity structure. Figure 4 shows the relationship between the force–density ratio 
of members and the numbers of bars p and configurations j.
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Figure 4. Relationship of force density of common single layer tensegrity structure.

The force–density of the declining cable is always the same as that of the bar. Thus, Fig. 4 shows only the ratio of force–density 
of the horizontal cable to the bar under different numbers of bars p and configurations j. The ratio of force–density of the horizontal 
cable to the bar increases with the increase in the number of bars in the same kind of configuration (the configuration number j is 
the same) of the single-layer tensegrity structure. Notably, p-1 kinds of different configurations of the p-bars tensegrity structure 
are considered, and the force–density relationship of all the configurations of each tensegrity structure is symmetrical.

STRUCTURAL LIGHTWEIGHT MODELLING 
BASED ON FORCE–DENSITY RELATIONSHIP

To achieve the minimum mass of the structure under the condition of certain bearing capacity and external load, the strength 
of the material must be utilised, the utilisation ratio of material strength improved and the stress distribution made as reasonable 
as possible. That is, the members with high strength have greater force, whereas those with less strength have lesser stress. 
The following conditions are required to ensure that the material is not damaged:
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  (20)

where l is the length of the component, A is the section area, λ is the force–density and [σ] is the allowable stress of the material.
To ensure the lightweight nature of the structure, the bar and cable should reach the allowable stress of the material at the 

same time as far as possible, that is,

  (21)

Equation 21 is further processed into Eq. 22, which can be used to characterise the utilisation ratio of material strength of the 
structure. When the parameter u is close to 0, the utilisation of material strength is high.

  (22)

The structure has three kinds of members: the bar, horizontal cable and inclined cable. Thus, Eq. 22 can be divided into two parts.

  (23)

where lb is the length of the bar, lch is the length of the horizontal cable and lcv is the length of the inclined cable.
The length of each component can be obtained from Eq. 2 and 5:

  (24)

Equation 25 can be obtained by Eqs. 23 and 24:

  (25)

Equation 25 indicates that the utilisation ratio of material strength is related to the configuration number j of structure, radius 
ratio of bar to cable rb/rc and length–diameter ratio of enveloped cylinder of structure h/R. The influence of each parameter on 
the utilisation ratio of material strength of a three-bar tensegrity structure is analysed by the method of controlling variables.
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Figure 4 shows the effect of the radius ratio of bar to cable rb/rc and the ratio of enveloped cylinder of structure h/R on the 
parameter u after the material of the bar and cable is determined. In the figure, the z axis represents the parameter u, the x axis 
represents the radius ratio of the bar to the cable rb/rc, y axis represents the length–diameter ratio of enveloped cylinder of structure 
h/R and m31 is the valley line of the function. The point on the valley line represents the lowest u value the structure can reach 
after a parameter of structure is determined. In other words, the points on the valley line are the best combination of structural 
parameters under the condition of realising lightweight.
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Figure 5. The relationship between parameters u and rb/rc and h/R.

Figure 5 shows that simply reducing or increasing rb/rc and h/R cannot ensure the high utilisation ratio of material strength of the 
structure and its lightweight nature. However, when both reach a specific value, the parameter u can reach a low value, and the lightweight 
nature of the structure is realised. When one parameter is determined, the other parameter is also uniquely determined to guarantee the 
lightest mass of the structure. The projection of the valley line in Fig. 5 on the xOy plane is the set of the best combinations of parameters 
rb/rc and h/R, that is, the parameter combination on the valley value line can be a structure with the utilisation ratio of material strength.

By using the same method, other single-layer tensegrity structures and their configurations are analysed. The valley line 
lpidistribution obtained is shown in Fig. 6. In the figure, p is the number of bars and j is the number of configurations.
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Figure 6 shows that, for the first and p-th configurations of each tensegrity structure, the radius ratio of bar to cable rb/rc  and 
the length–diameter ratio of enveloped cylinder of structure h/R must be improved to achieve the optimum utilisation ratio of 
material strength as the number of bars increases. For other configurations, the projection of the valley line on the xOy plane has 
extreme points. Before the extreme point, a small force–density indicates that a small radius ratio of bar to cable rb/rc and a small 
length–diameter ratio of enveloped cylinder of structure h/R are needed. After the extreme point, a great force–density ratio indicates 
that a small radius ratio of bar to cable rb/rc and a small length–diameter ratio of enveloped cylinder of structure h/R are needed.

Figure 7 shows the combination of structural parameters when each configuration is at the highest utilisation ratio of material 
strength (parameter u is at a minimum).
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Figure 7. The optimal structural parameter combination for each configuration.

From Fig. 7, it can be found that the configurations with the same force–density ratio have the same utilisation ratio of material strength. 
When the ratio of force–density is large, the utilisation ratio of material strength is high. For the first and (p-1)th configurations of each 
tensegrity structure, the parameter u has no extreme value in the interval, that is, a small length–diameter ratio of enveloped cylinder 
indicates a high utilisation ratio of material strength. Therefore, the optimal combination of structural parameters cannot be obtained.

Compared with the two configurations above, the utilisation ratio of material strength of other configurations is greatly improved, 
and an extreme value exists in the interval. Accordingly, the optimal combination of structural parameters can be obtained.

The optimal structural parameter combinations for each configuration in the interval are shown in Table 1, in which tpj denotes 
the j-th configuration of p-bar tensegrity structure.

Table 1. Optimum structural parameters combination of each configuration.

configuration h/R rb/rc configuration h/R rb/rc

t31;t32 0.1 2.208 t62;t64 1.241 1.839

t41;t43 0.1 2.174 t63 1.743 1.839

t42 0.5336 1.94 t71;t76 0.1 2.074

t51;t54 0.1 2.107 t72;t75 1.332 1.805

t52;t53 1.058 1.872 t73;t74 2.206 1.805

t61;t65 0.1 2.107

Figure 8 shows the relationship between the utilisation ratio of material strength and the force–density ratio for each configuration. 
The utilisation ratio of material strength is related to not only the force–density ratio but also the configuration of the structure. 
Different configurations have dissimilar distribution conditions of the bars and cables. The utilisation ratio of material strength of the 
second and (p-2)th configurations of each tensegrity structure is high, which indicates that the distribution of bars and cables is reasonable.
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Figure 8. The relationship between utilisation ratio of material strength and force density ratio of each configuration.

The parameter u is also related to the ratio of material strength of bars to cables. Figure 9 shows the relationship between 
parameter u and ratio of material strength of bars to cables when the radius ratio of bar to cable and length–diameter ratio of 
enveloped cylinder of structure are determined.
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Figure 9. The relationship between parameter u and the ratio of material strength of bar to cable.

In Eq. 22, the parameter u is used to represent the utilisation ratio of material strength. When the parameter u is close 
to 0, the utilisation of material strength is high. Figure 9 shows that, for the first and (p-1)th configurations of each tensegrity 
structure, the parameter u is large in the interval. When the ratio of material strength of bars to cables is 0.4, the utilisation ratio 
of material strength of the structure reaches the highest. Compared with the two configurations above, the utilisation ratio of 
material strength of other configurations is greatly improved. When the ratio of material strength of bars to cables is 0.2, the 
utilisation ratio of material strength of the structure reaches the highest.
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APPLICATION EXAMPLE

Tibert (2002; Tibert and Pellegrino 2002; 2003; 2011) carried out structural model finding analysis and parametric modelling for 
the fifth configuration of the six-bar tensegrity structure, established mechanical model through force–density analysis and developed 
a tensegrity antenna based on the six-bar tensegrity structure in 2002 (Fig. 10). Stiffness analysis and extension test are also carried 
out. The extension process is shown in Fig. 11, which verifies that the single-layer tensegrity structure can be applied to the satellite 
antenna. The combined parameters of the model established by the authors are shown in Table 2. However, Tibert et al. (2002; Tibert 
and Pellegrino 2002; 2003; 2011) did not study how to realise the lightweight nature of the structure. Thus, this work used the analysis 
method described above to optimise the six-bar tensegrity structure for realising the lightweight nature of the structure.

Figure 10. The tensegrity antenna.

Figure 11. The development of the antenna.

Table 2. Antenna structure parameters.

Bar number 6

Bar diameter 0.01 m

Cable diameter 0.01 m

The height of the envelope cylinder 0.2 m

The diameter of the envelope cylinder 0.45 m
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The cable in the structure is made of steel wire rope and the bar member is made of aluminium alloy. The geometric and material 
parameters of the structure are substituted into Eq. 25, and the parameters of the (Tibert, 2002; Tibert and Pellegrino 2002; 2003; 2011) model 
can be calculated as u = 3.32. The parameter u is large and the material strength utilisation ratio is low, thereby leading to the heavy mass of the 
structure. The geometric and material parameters of the structure are then substituted into Eq. 26 to obtain the mass of the model m = 0.544 kg:

  (26)

where ρb, ρv and ρh are the densities of the bar, diagonal cable and horizontal cable.
To improve the utilisation ratio of the structure material strength, the length–diameter ratio of enveloped cylinder of structure 

h/R and the radius ratio of bar to cable rb/rc should be reasonably adjusted. If the geometric shape of the structure should be kept 
unchanged, then only the radius ratio of bar to cable rb/rc can be adjusted. The relationship between the radius ratio of bar to cable 
rb/rc and the parameter u is shown in Fig. 12. When rb/rc=1.78 and u = 2.37, the utilisation ratio of material strength is high. At this 
point, the structure mass is m = 0.056 kg. Thus, adjusting the radius ratio of bar to cable to reduce the parameter u and increasing the 
utilisation ratio of material strength can decrease the structure quality considerably under the condition of guaranteed load bearing.

1 2 3 4 5 6
rb/rc

u

4.5

4

3.5

3

2.5
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X: 0.8888
Y: 1.872
Z: 2.367

Figure 12. The relationship between the radius ratio of bar to cable rb/rc and the parameter u.

As shown in Fig. 13, the six-bar tensegrity structure has five different configurations. The antenna developed by (Tibert, 2002; 
Tibert and Pellegrino 2002; 2003; 2011) uses the fifth configuration. However, this configuration does not necessarily have the 
minimum mass of the structure. Thus, other configurations need to be analysed. All the inclined cables in the first configuration 
meet at one point, and all the bars in the fourth configuration meet at one point. Therefore, they cannot be applied to the antenna. 
Only the second, third and fifth configurations need to be analysed.

p=6, j=1 p=6, j=2

p=6, j=4 p=6, j=5

p=6, j=3

Figure 13. Five configurations of the six-bars tensegrity structure.
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The relationship between the parameters of the second configuration u and the radius ratio of bar to cable rb/rc is shown in Fig. 14. 
When rb/rc=1.74 and u = 0.90, the utilisation ratio of material strength is improved, and the structure mass at this time is m = 0.052 kg. 
The relationship between the parameters of the third configuration u and the radius ratio of bar to cable rb/rc is shown in Fig. 15. 
When rb/rc=1.77 and u = 0.90, the utilisation ratio of material strength is improved, and the structure mass at this time is m = 0.053 kg.

1 2 3 4 5 6
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u

2.5

2
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1

0.5

X: 0.8888
Y: 1.738
Z: 0.9024

Figure 14. The relation between the parameters u and rb/rc in 2nd configuration.
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Figure 15. The relation between the parameters u and rb/rc in 3rd configuration.

The results of the three configurations are shown in Table 3. The parameter u of the second configuration is the smallest, the material 
strength utilisation ratio is the highest and the mass is the smallest. The third configuration comes second in terms of mass, and the fifth 
configuration is the largest. However, the difference between the three configurations is inconsiderable. Therefore, the structure configuration 
only slightly influences the utilisation ratio of material strength after the radius and length–diameter ratios of the structure are determined.

Table 3. The results of the three configurations.

Configuration Parameter u rb/rc Quality m/kg

j = 2 0.90 1.74 0.052

j = 3 1.13 1.77 0.053

J = 5 2.37 1.87 0.056
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Figure 16 shows the relationship between the parameter u and the structural length–diameter ratio in the second configuration 
when rb/rc=1.74. When the diameter R of the antenna remains unchanged and the height h of the antenna is decreased, the 
parameter u increases and the utilisation ratio of material strength decreases. However, when the height of the antenna increases, 
the collection volume of the antenna increases. Therefore, the aspect ratio of the antenna also needs to be determined depending 
on the size of the rocket payload bay.
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h/R

j=2
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120
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60

40
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0
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Figure 16. The relationship between the parameter u and h/R in the 2nd configuration.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the geometric parameters of a three-bar tensegrity structure, the node generalised coordinate, component 
vector matrix and connection matrix are constructed. The mathematical model of a single-layer tensegrity structure based 
on node generalised coordinate is established. The force of the node through the force balance equation of the structure is 
analysed, and the concept of force–density is introduced. The internal force of the member is directly related to the component 
vector. On the basis of the node coordinate and connection matrix, the force balance matrix of the single-layer tensegrity 
structure and the force–density relationship between components are deduced, and the relationship between the force–
density and the numbers of bars p and configurations j of the single-layer tensegrity structure is obtained. The concept of 
utilisation ratio of material strength is put forward, and the improvement in utilisation ratio of material strength is studied 
using the force–density relationship of components. The optimum structural parameter combination is obtained, and the 
aim of lightweight is achieved.
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